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Business Purpose Trends - Keynote

Defining what's important and
where to focus
The trend to purpose in business has materialised
quickly, catching even seasoned operators off
guard.
What we thought of as purpose in business in the
past is very different to what it is today.
What is really driving the trend? What does it mean
for your people, your customers and the future of
your organisation as a whole?
As a leading expert in this field - and the author of
Connecting Profit with Purpose - Phil helps you
make sense of the trend, with audiences learning:
• How purpose powers performance
• Why responsible business is yesterday's news
• Inspiring stories of world-changing companies
• A checklist for getting on top of the trend!

This presentation provides the context for doing
business in the years ahead - defining what's
important and where you and your people need to
focus.
Phil can deliver in-person or virtually, and this
keynote sets the scene for options such as a followon workshop for a deeper level of engagement,
individual coaching or program learning.

ABOUT PHIL
Phil’s own ‘purpose’ is to empower people and
organisations to maximise their positive impact on
the world.
Apart from creating the Purpose List, he’s the
founder of The Business Purpose Project, author of
Connecting Profit with Purpose, co-host of Corporate
Conversations on Purpose and host of Talking Purpose
in Business & Life.
Phil left a lucrative corporate career in 2007 to help
people and organisations maximise the difference
they make. Since then he’s worked with hundreds of
clients on purpose-based challenges across a
diverse range of industries and sectors.
Outside of work he is enthusiastic about coffee,
chocolate and trail running!
Contact Phil via:
E: phil@philpreston.com.au
M: +61 408 259 633

Inspiring Leaders
“Phil is an engaging and knowledgable presenter who
will inspire any leader to see capitalism’s potential in a
new light”
- Head of Innovation Courses, CQUniversity

